The Department of Spanish and Portuguese, in collaboration with the Latin American Center and the Office of International Studies and Overseas Programs, is pleased to announce the

**XI SYMPOSIUM ON PORTUGUESE TRADITIONS (EUROPE, AMERICA, AFRICA, ASIA)**

April, 1988

Call for papers.

The Symposium is open to all persons sharing an interest in the ocean-spanning Portuguese-speaking world, past or present. The Symposium features scholarly papers and reports, unrestricted as to topic, dealing with the multiple aspects of Portuguese culture. In addition, in a special section, the Symposium commemorates the 100th anniversary of the birth of one of Portugal’s greatest poets, taking as its theme:

"Fernando Pessoa: His World and How He Viewed It"

Papers may be given in Portuguese, English or Spanish. Selected papers presented in the Symposium will be published in *Encruzilhadas/Crossroads*.

---

**REGISTRATION COUPON**

I plan to attend the XI Symposium on Portuguese Traditions _____.
I wish to deliver a paper or report and have listed the title on the back of this registration coupon ________.
I need information about lodging ________.

I am enclosing:

*Early Registration Fee*  
(Students free):  
$10.00   $__________

Saturday Luncheon:  
$10.00   $__________

Sunday Luncheon:  
$10.00   $__________

*Encruzilhadas/Crossroads*, vol. 1  
$10.00   $__________

*Encruzilhadas/Crossroads*, vol. 2  
$12.00   $__________

*Encruzilhadas/Crossroads*, vol. 3  
$12.00   $__________

(Make checks payable to SYMPOSIUM ON PORTUGUESE TRADITIONS)

Total:  $__________

Return to: Prof. Claude L. Hulet  
XI Symposium on Portuguese Traditions  
Department of Spanish and Portuguese  
University of California, Los Angeles  
Los Angeles, California 90024
QUADERNI IBERO-AMERICANI

Revista de actualidad cultural de España, Portugal y América Latina, fundada en 1946.

Director: GIOVANNI MARIA BERTINI (Università di Torino)
Subdirector: GIUSEPPE BELLINI (Università di Milano)
Secretario de Redacción: GIULIANO SORIA (Università di Torino)

Suscripción anual:
—Italia .................................................. L.25.000
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DIRECCIÓN Y ADMINISTRACIÓN:
via Po, 19 — 10123 TORINO
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The Journal of Latin American Lore examines the creation, preservation, and transmission of lore from prehistory to modern times. Studies in lore focus on the symbolic value and the connotative meaning of cultural manifestations. Lore is found in the records of ancient civilizations, among surviving tribal societies, indigenous groups, peasant communities, and in both the elite and popular sectors of modern urban society.

JLAL publishes in English, Spanish, and Portuguese and encourages interdisciplinary contributions to the study of Latin American lore. For the student of archaeology, ethnology, anthropology, history, politics, linguistics, natural science, literature, film, and theater, JLAL is the forum for applying innovative approaches to understanding the distinctive qualities of Latin American peoples and their ways of life.
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